What’s Next Notes

- Create listserv for MMDP
  - Ed will investigate MSU hosting
- We will do post-meeting survey (as before)
- Suggestion of having a session on a technical concept
  - focus for an hour
  - mini workshop
- Lightning talks too brief
  - Suggestion to use Lightning talk subjects as categories for Birds of a Feather
- New people found the meeting very welcoming for all sizes of institutions
- Distribute list of attendees at conference
- Provide Name tags
- Paying for these meeting
  - Cost makes it so only larger institutions can host
  - How much is it costing- Marian will provide cost to CMU. Portia can find out how much MSU spent.
  - Charging could eliminate smaller shops; we don’t want that
  - Donation or pay as you can or donation basket. How would the host handle money coming in
  - Could we create a donation fund for hosting meetings?
  - look for suggestions in survey
- Look for volunteers to help with planning in survey
- Michael will start looking into facility to host March meeting so we can identify a “cap”
  - Will look into broadening the audience by bringing students from WSU and the I School.
  - Other groups such as the RDP
  - North Campus library tour – cool stuff there
- Having close institutions co-host
- Nominate speakers and topics (add to survey)
- Bring in vendors to speak or display? Could bring in some funds.
- Have workshops between the 2 meetings
  - Partner with other groups like MAA
- Multi-day event?
  - workshop on preceding day?
- At other conferences, schedule a luncheon for MMDP to get together.